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Eye Candy Book
The King of Style: Dressing Michael
Jackson is a fascinating look at the
intersection of music and fashion, as
well as an homage to Michael
Jackson’s brilliant fusing of costume,
personality, and performance to create
his iconic image. Through his music,
dance, and fashion, Michael Jackson
created a mystique that was unique to
him and recognized as such
throughout the world. For five decades
he mesmerized audiences—and for
twenty-five of those years Michael
Bush was there as Jackson’s
designer, stylist, and friend,
accompanying the King of Pop on his
journey to becoming the King of Style.
While paying homage to the original
Billie Jean, Beat It, and Thriller looks
that put Jackson on the fashion map,
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The King of Style also traces their
evolution over several decades.
Jackson’s penchant for the military
silhouette is explored in detail, along
with the trade secrets behind the
sequined glove and the fencing
uniform that he, Michael Bush, and
Dennis Tompkins reinvented to make
stage magic. It was Bush who dressed
Jackson for the final time, before he
was buried. Dozens of garments were
left unfinished by his shocking death.
The legacy of Michael Jackson lives
on. An artist like none other, he
transformed everything he
touched—from the fabric of his clothes
to his legions of fans around the world.
Vali Erickson is the classic middle
child-misunderstood, underestimated,
and overlooked. He's fine with it.
Really. The overlooked part is actually
serving him well during this phase of
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life. He's in Green Valley in an effort to
fly under the radar and regroup after a
life-altering blow to his heart and ego.
The last thing he's looking for is a
woman to warm his bed until one
throws him to the mat and rocks his
world. Margaret O'Neal is an only child
who has led a sheltered life. She's
used to being a wallflower. Her ability
to blend into the background is what
allows her to maintain her anonymity
as a gossip columnist for the Green
Valley Ledger. Since the Ericksons
moved to town, she's never felt more
inspired, especially with the newest
addition. Vali Erickson is the definition
of eye candy-devastatingly handsome
with muscles for days-giving her plenty
to report about. The more Maggie
observes, the more she finds herself
wanting things she's only read about in
romance novels. Admiring Vali from
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afar is good enough for her until their
paths cross and she finds herself
trying to stay afloat in uncharted
territory-no labels, no promises, and
WAY out of her comfort zone. Will this
arrangement be what finally breaks
her out of her shell, or will her heart be
a casualty of the Viking Invasion? 'Eye
Candy' is a full-length contemporary
romance, and can be read as a
standalone. Book #3 in the Fighting
For Love series, Green Valley
Chronicles, Penny Reid Book
Universe.
Presents a collection of optical
illusions, visual games, and hidden
images from around the world
You are your own brand. But to market
yourself well, you need the best
package, and that’s your own
authentic style. In The Way She
Wears It, fashion illustrator and It girl
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Dallas Shaw shows you how to mix up
your closet and shop like a rock star.
The most highly sought-after fashion
illustrator/luxury project designer
working today uses her sketches,
styling skills and visual expertise to
help you develop your eye, define your
aesthetic, banish the predictable, stock
your wardrobe, and make heads turn
in this highly visual and lavishly
designed & illustrated personal fashion
guide. Working backstage, in
showrooms, and alongside creative
directors and iconic designers, Dallas
learned from the best. In this
sophisticated, illustrated handbook,
this go-to girl for clients ranging from
Chanel, Donna Karan, Oscar de la
Renta, Kate Spade, Christian
Louboutin, and Ralph Lauren to
Anthropologie, Target, Maybelline, and
Neutrogena shares her insider
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tricks—expert layering hacks, the
secrets to print pairing, bold color
choices—and something you won’t find
off the rack: confidence. Organized
around a range of challenges, this
lookbook-meets workbook-is a must
for every woman, whether you’re a
fashion novice trying to figure out your
signature style, a fashionista who
wants to step up her game, or the
most stylish presence in the room
looking to stay ahead of the
competition. Mixing breathtaking
creative visuals—hundreds of photos
and drawings, including 100 original
pieces of art—and a little bit of girl talk,
Dallas teaches every woman how to
banish the predictable and develop
and maintain their own unique look.
She also busts fashion myths, serves
up insider industry tricks and expert
picks, and most important, inspires
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you to live beautifully.
Kustom Kamera
Botanical Knits
Eye Candy Girls - English Edition
Adventure Time: Eye Candy
Nocturnal
With more beautifully produced,
adrenalin-soaked pages of visceral
eye-popping images, this collection is
a must-have for all the greasers, hot
rodders, and kustom artists who
lovedKustom Graphics, as well as fans
of stunning cutting-edge photography.
The nine photographers profiled here
include Dirk Behlau, aka Pixel Eye,
whose images are collected in Speed
Kings; Richard Heeps, whose
photography collections include Man's
RuinandRolled Out; Laurent Bagnard,
winner of an International Automotive
Media Gold Award forThe Electroline
Diaries; Austin-based Gayla Partridge
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of the stunning The Fantastical World
of 666 Photography; and Columbus,
Ohio-based Chas Ray Krider, known
for his bookMotel Fetish. From the
West Coast, there is L.A.-based
Shannon Brooke, whose credits
include Peoplemagazine
andTraditional Rod and Kulture
Magazine; David Perry of Benicia,
California, whose books includeHot
Rod Pin-UpsandHot Rod Pin-Ups II;
pin-up photographer Roy Varga of
Placentia, California; and Pacific
Northwest hot rod photographer April
May. Biographies of every artist are
included, as well as detailed captions
for each work and an extensive
contact section.
Experiencing vivid dreams about serial
murders taking place throughout San
Francisco, homicide detective Bryan
Clauser fears he is losing his sanity
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and discovers a link between the
victims and a seemingly ordinary
young boy who is gripped by the same
nightmares, a case that is complicated
by the work of a shadowy vigilante
with seemingly supernatural powers.
40,000 first printing.
Social media can be a rich source of
inspiration for aspiring photographers.
It’s easy enough to set up an account,
but to really master it and gain a
significant following you need two
things: a strong personal identity and
an aspirational style that people will
want to emulate. This book will help
you achieve both. Written by
renowned author and photographer
Leela Cyd, Styling for Instagram is
packed with beautiful images as well
as her sage advice for certain
Instagram success. With advice on
creating the perfect composition,
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finding a unique angle and picking the
right props, you’ll find all you need to
know about getting beautifully styled
shots that work.
Stine is the world's bestselling horror
writer for children, but this is his first
novel for adults. Liam is a bachelor
professor of folklore and he's incurably
superstitious. When people start
getting murdered, it seems that Liam's
demons are real.
The King of Style
The New Girl
Beef Cake
Potions, Elixirs & Brews
Fresh Styles for Web Designers

Taste real magic. Drawing on her
electric craft, harnessing
influences from Wiccan and
rootwork practices, Anaïs
Alexandre shares a collection of
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delicious potions for the modern
witch. From potent cocktails, to
restorative elixirs and captivating
brews, this book of drinkable
spells offers the powers of timehonoured wisdom in truly
delectable form. Each potion is
accompanied by a simple ritual
to supercharge its effectiveness,
whether as a solitary witch or
with your coven. Sip on a subtle
love potion, draw monetary
fortune your way with a lucky
prosperi-tea, or spread
friendship vibes with a warming
party punch; as the wheel of the
year turns, discover your own
craft through the magic of
mixology.
“Bryce excels at placing readers
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in a glamorous time and
place…riveting and vibrant.” –
Booklist Go On Girl Book Club
2021 New Author of the Year |
She Reads Best Literary
Historical Fiction Coming in 2022
| BookRiot 2022 Historical Fiction
to Add to Your TBR Right Now |
We are Bookish Historical Fiction
Novels You’ll Want in Your
Future | BiblioLifestyle Most
Anticipated Books of 2022 |
BookBub Best Books of Spring
2022 & Best Historical Fiction
Books of 2022 | BookTrib Top
Ten Historical Fiction Books for
the Spring 2022 In this haunting
novel, the author of Wild Women
and the Blues weaves together
two stories as they unfold
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decades apart, as a woman on
the run from an abusive husband
joins her intrepid aunt as they
head across the country from
Chicago to Los Angeles, and
confront a painful and shadowy
past that has reverberated
across generations. 1928, Los
Angeles: The newly-built Hotel
Somerville is the hotspot for the
city's glittering African-American
elite. It embodies prosperity and
dreams of equality for
all—especially Daisy Washington.
An up-and-coming journalist,
Daisy anonymously chronicles
fierce activism and behind-thescenes Hollywood scandals in
order to save her family from
poverty. But power in the City of
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Angels is also fueled by racism,
greed, and betrayal. And even
the most determined young
woman can play too many
secrets too far . . . 1968, Chicago:
For Frankie Saunders, fleeing
across America is her only
escape from an abusive
husband. But her rescuer is her
reckless, profane Aunt Daisy,
still reeling from her own
shattered past. Frankie doesn't
want to know what her aunt is up
to so long as Daisy can get her
to LA—and safety. But Frankie
finds there’s no hiding from longheld secrets—or her own
surprising strength. Daisy will do
whatever it takes to settle old
scores and resolve the past—no
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matter the damage. And Frankie
will come up against hard
choices in the face of
unexpected passion. Both must
come to grips with what they
need, what they’ve left
behind—and all that lies ahead . . .
“The scenes are cinematically
vivid, the language fresh and
vibrant, the characters
complicated and real.” –
Historical Novel Society “The
author of Wild Women and the
Blues is back with another
historical fiction novel to dazzle
and amaze.” – Book Riot “An
engrossing family saga filled
with heartbreak and love, victory,
forgiveness, and loss, and a
wonderful character study of
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several unforgettable women.” –
All About Romance
If opposites do actually attract,
then Gunnar Erickson and
Frankie Reeves take the cake.
Frankie Reeves is complicated,
even though she won't admit it.
She fills her days working as an
ER nurse, taking care of her
mom, and searching for the
father she never knew. Anything
else has no place in her perfectly
compartmentalized, purposefully
simple life. Attachments? No
thank you. She has no time for
that. Gunnar Erickson recently
moved to Green Valley to train at
Viking MMA with his brother
Cage. Being the youngest of the
Erickson clan, he's always felt
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like he has something to prove,
and now that he's finished with
college, it's his time to shine. But
before he can step into the ring,
a freak accident sends him to the
ER and into the care of one
Frankie Reeves. While he's
immediately smitten, she
pretends to be unfazed by this
six-foot-three, two hundred and
thirty-pound beef cake. Gunnar
sets out to prove to Frankie that,
not only does she like him more
than she wants to admit, but he's
not the uneducated, brute she
assumes he is. To Frankie, he's
the worst kind of complication,
but that doesn't make it easy to
stay away. 'Beef Cake' is a fulllength contemporary romance,
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can be read as a standalone, and
is book #4 in the Donner Bakery
series, Green Valley World,
Penny Reid Book Universe.
Take a photographic journey
through the modern marvels and
historical treasures of Tokyo
with this informative, portable
Japan travel guide. In The Little
Book of Tokyo, veteran
photojournalist Ben Simmons
continues a quest he began over
two decades ago to seek out and
share his creative viewpoint and
insider's perspective. Small
enough to carry while traveling
in Japan, this book is an ideal
travel companion for a Tokyo
experience, whether you're
planning a trip, already on your
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way, or merely dream of going. A
series of 50 informative mini
essays are organized into four
chapters: Tokyo's Edo Legacy
Tokyo Towns City Perspectives
Spirit of Tokyo The Little Book of
Tokyo is the perfect introduction
to this enchanting, ultra-modern
megacity and provides an
immersive take on Tokyo
combining Japanese history,
photography and cultural
commentary. It weaves a
tapestry of the city's many
unique idiosyncrasies, offering
strategies for exploring the High
City to the Low City, Tokyo Bay
to the top of Tokyo Skytree, and
the most critical places and
happenings in between,
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including architecture, festivals,
and landmarks. It also beautifully
captures the many inhabitants of
Tokyo, painting a rich and multifaceted picture of this capital
city.
Superstitious
The Complete Series
Stinetinglers
Encyclopedia of Rainbows
Styling for Instagram
There were good times and bad times, but
in the beginning there were more good
times. When I first met Candy those were
the days of juice, when everything was
bountiful. Only much later did it all start
to seem like sugar and blood, blood and
sugar...It's like you're cruising along in a
beautiful car on a pleasant country road
with the breeze in your hair and the smell
of eucalyptus all around you. The horizon
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is always up there ahead, unfolding
towards you, and at first you don't notice
the gradual descent, or the way the
atmosphere thickens. Bit by bit the
gradient gets steeper, and before you
realise you have no brakes, you're going
pretty fucking fast.' Candy is a love story.
It is also a novel about addiction. From the
heady narcissism of the narrator's first
days with his new lover, Candy, and the
relative innocence of their shared habit,
Candy charts their decline. Candy
becomes a prostitute, the narrator becomes
a scam artist, and smack becomes the total
and only focus of their lives. But this is
not just another junkie novel: Davies is a
very fine writer and Candy is confronting,
painful, sexy, tender and at times darkly
hilarious. A remarkable novel.
A fresh and fun adult coloring book full of
interior design eye candy! Dive into
beautiful rooms and home decor
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inspiration with New York Times bestselling authors Sherry & John Petersik of
the popular home blog Young House
Love. Illustrated by Joan Borawski, this
book features intricate design details like
built-in bookcases, patterned pillows, and
ornate rugs that you can bring to life with
your own color schemes. Each page is
printed on white premium paper and offers
countless opportunities to experiment with
different looks without having to repaint a
room or buy new furniture. Test drive
different styles and color combinations
before committing to them at home!
This playful collection of rainbows is a
bright and beautiful appreciation of all the
color that surrounds us. Artist Julie
Seabrook Ream invites us to see the
extraordinary beauty of ordinary objects:
she gathers colorful iterations of a single
type of thing, from feathers to fishing
gear, matchbooks to macarons, and neatly
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arranges them in rainbow order. A
fascinating index details all the objects in
each rainbow, bringing the magnetic
appeal of meticulous organization to this
burst of color in book form. A striking
package— with foil stamping on the cover
and a rainbow-colored exposed
spine—makes this celebratory book a
treasure for those who love art, design,
and a fresh perspective.
Originally published in the USA Today
bestselling collection Eye Candy, Unsafe
Haven is a sexy, sinister thrill ride from
USA Today bestselling author Bella
Jewel! After escaping an abusive
boyfriend, Jade finally feels like her life is
coming around: She works at a safe haven
for people who’ve had similar
experiences, and there’s a gorgeous
handyman, Oliver, whom she can’t stop
thinking about. But at Sanctuary’s
Halloween party, eerie things start
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happening and they are starting to feel
real. Is this an elaborate Halloween prank,
or has Jade’s past come back to haunt her?
The Little Book of Tokyo
The Story of Food in Photography
A Novel
Eye Candy from the Underground
In the Face of the Sun
FEAR STREET -- WHERE YOUR
WORST NIGHTMARES LIVE... The new
girl is as pale as a ghost, blond, and eerily
beautiful -- and she seems to need him as
much as he wants her. Cory Brooks
hungers for Anna Corwin's kisses, drowns
in her light blue eyes. He can't get her out
of his mind. He has been loosing sleep,
ditching his friends...and everyone has
noticed. Then as suddenly as she came to
Shadyside High, Anna disappears. To find
a cure for his obsession, Cory must go to
Anna's house on Fear Street -- no matter
what the consequences. Anna may be the
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love of his life...but finding out her secret
might mean his death.
Hardcover
Collects covers from twenty issues of the
Adventure Time comic by artists,
including Mike Holmes, Sophie Goldstein,
Erica Moen, and Colin Raff.
Every girl deserves something sweet...
Lydia Vanderwalk has an obsession with
candy, so when she invents an NEB (nonexistent boyfriend) who turns out to be the
male hire-a-date equivalent of a jumbo box
of Hot Tamales she knows she's in trouble.
Lydia has worked hard to have the right
job, the right wardrobe, and the right
everything else, in the quest for the
appearance of perfection. When she needs
her NEB for a golden career opportunity,
she enlists a talent agent friend's help to
produce perfect date Phelps. He was
supposed to be pure eye candy, but there's
more going on beneath the surface than
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Red Hots looks and Pop Rocks
spontaneity. Throw in a banking
wunderkind ex-fiancE, a trio of cutthroat
couture-climbers, and a designer of
questionable orientation and origin, and
Lydia soon learns that what you see is
often much less than what you get when it
comes to people and not everything in life
can be solved by a Jolly Rancher and a
shopping spree.
Eye Candy
Apartment Houses by Robert A.M. Stern
Architects
The Garden of Eye Candy
Candy
The Way She Wears It

Last call! At the end of the night, a
clean-cut hunk and a rebellious
bartender act on their unlikely
chemistry in this frisky standalone
novel from the author of Eye
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Candy. Davis: Iʼve had my eye on
Grace Buchanan for a while now.
Unlike the bubbly blondes I usually
date, the feisty, flame-haired
bartender both intrigues and
bewilders me. Something about
Grace̶the tattoos? the nose
ring?̶makes every part of me sit
up and beg. Thereʼs only one
problem: She hates me. Trading
insults and one-liners has become
our M.O. But when Grace bets me
that I canʼt get a date with a nonblonde if my life depends on it, Iʼm
determined to prove her wrong by
landing the ultimate non-blonde:
her. Grace: Iʼm used to regulars
hitting on me, and Iʼve turned them
all down, except for one: Davis
Price. I like giving him a hard time,
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and heʼs kind of cute in his suit and
tie̶if youʼre into that kind of thing.
Anyway, I donʼt care how many
blondes he takes home . . . until
one of them sidles up to him in my
bar. Nuh-uh. But after my little bet
with Davis backfires, our first date
lands us in the sack. So does the
second. And the third. Neither of us
wants more than the best sex of our
lives. The trouble is, itʼs not a
question of what I want. Itʼs what I
need. And what I need is Davis.
Look for Jessica Lemmonʼs
standalone romances with heartfelt
HEAs: FIGHTING FOR DEVLIN |
FORGOTTEN PROMISES | SHUT
UP AND KISS ME | EYE CANDY |
ARM CANDY | MAN CANDY |
RUMOR HAS IT Praise for Arm
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Candy “Arm Candy is sexy and fun.
Jessica Lemmon created an
entertaining opposites-attract story
with a great balance in the funny,
sexy, sweet, and serious moments.
Ms. Lemmon provided a rich cast of
supporting characters.”̶Harlequin
Junkie “Arm Candy is a sexy
romance that is going on my reread shelf, with a sigh of envy for
Grace having found a partner like
Davis.”̶All About Romance
“Lemmon puts a twist on the friends
to lovers theme . . . the perfect
balance of humor and emotion with
characters that are easy to fall
for.”̶Smexy Books “I highly
recommend this book. . . . Arm
Candy is charming and sweet . . . I
love the fact that it can be read as a
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standalone.”̶The Clever
Bookworm (five stars) “Bartending
is the perfect background for a
tangled romance that leaves you
aching and filled, and Arm Candy
100% delivers.”̶Sarah Robinson,
bestselling author of the Kavanagh
Legends series “One of the sexiest
romantic comedies Iʼve read in a
long time̶Arm Candy is a perfect
laugh-out-loud, seriously steamy
opposites attract story, with just the
right amount of sweetness.”̶New
York Times bestselling author
Lauren Layne This standalone
novel includes an excerpt from
another Loveswept title.
In a light and friendly voice, the
author introduces the reader to new
ways of styling websites. With
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specific examples for each of ten
categories, he provides a wealth of
techniques for the designer who
wishes to apply these approaches
in their own work. The styles are
broken down into ten categories,
which are: Gothic Organic School
Wireframe Icon School Lo-fi
Grunge School Paper Bag School
Mondrian Poster School Pixelated
Punk Rock School 1950's Hello
Kitty School HTMinimaLism School
DraftingTable/Instruction Manual
School Super Tiny SimCity School
Further explorations in the book
help designers determine which
style choices would be most
appropriate when changing the look
of their own sites.
Best friends Natasha, Shaniqua,
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and Brittany enter their senior year
of high school and face personal
challenges at school, within their
families, and regarding their plans
for the future.
Dishing on celebrity love games
made Maya Morgan a media
queen. But choosing her prince
means working her wildest, most
personal scoop yet... Sheʼs gone
from gossip reporter to half of the
entertainment industryʼs newest
power couple. And hot singer J.
Loveʼs mad string of hits definitely
makes him a good look for
Maya̶and her career. But sheʼs
feeling something more for laidback, mellow "civilian" Alvin. A lot
more. Now J. Love is using every
dirty-spin trick in the glitterati book
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to humiliate Alvin̶and sink Mayaʼs
brand if he canʼt hold onto her̶and
their celebrity-couple perks. With
her empire on the line and her rep
at stake, Maya will draw on every
reliable source and every crazy
scheme sheʼs ever played to save
what sheʼs earned̶and prove she
can have love and fame.
The Sitter
A Young House Love Coloring
Book
Crafting Cool Candy Creations
50 Easy Makeup Looks for Glam
Lids and Luscious Lashes
City Living
From New York Times
bestselling author R.L.
Stine, the master of horror
for young readers, comes ten
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new stories that are sure to
leave you shivering. A boy
who hates bugs starts to see
them everywhere. A
basketball player’s skin
starts to almost drip off
his hands—but no one else
can see it. Three friends
find a hole in the ground
that just gets bigger, and
bigger, and bigger... And
each story is introduced by
Stine himself, providing a
personal touch sure to
delight fans. Laced with
Stine’s signature humor and
a hefty dose of nightmarish
fun, Stinetinglers is
perfect for fans of Scary
Stories to Tell in the Dark
and Stine’s own Goosebumps
books. These chilling tales
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prove that Stine’s epic
legacy in the horror genre
is justly earned. Dive in,
and beware: you might be
sleeping with the lights on
tonight!
She’s drop-dead gorgeous.
But one of the guys she’s
met online might be a stonecold killer. A chilling game
of lies, secrets, and
manipulation awaits in R. L.
Stine’s dark, sexy
thriller—now an MTV original
series starring Victoria
Justice. Lindy Sampson is a
beautiful twenty-three-yearold New Yorker with an
unusual problem: She’s too
beautiful, and guys are
intimidated by her. Her
roommate suggests Internet
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dating and writes a personal
ad for Lindy, calling her
“Eye Candy.” The responses
pour in. Suddenly, Lindy is
dating four guys at once—and
having the time of her life.
Until she gets a terrifying
note that warns: “Don’t say
no, Lindy. Keep going out
with me. I’ll mess you up if
you ever say no.” Which one
of her admirers is a deadly
freak? Lindy is now forced
to say yes to everything the
four men ask of her—dates,
invitations to spend the
night, anything. From the
East Village to the
Hamptons, panic and paranoia
shadow her every move. Lindy
suspects everyone, even the
one person she thought she
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could trust. But Lindy
Sampson doesn’t know the
half of it—and what she
doesn’t know could kill her.
Candy isn't just for eating
anymore. Learn to use all
kinds of candies to create
delicious decor, magical
creatures, and much more.
Your friends will want to
take a picture of their
trendy treat É before they
devour it!
Today we build all over the
world. We bring what we
know, and we learn from our
clients and our travels. And
the fundamental reason that
we succeed is that we are
committed to architecture as
portraits of places. —Robert
A.M. Stern In City Living,
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Paul L. Whalen, Daniel
Lobitz, and Michael D.
Jones, partners at Robert
A.M. Stern Architects,
present sixteen completed
apartment complexes and a
portfolio of sixteen further
projects in progress in New
York and major cities across
the United States and in
Europe, Asia, and South
America. Over the past
fifteen years, the high-rise
residential apartment house
has emerged as the focus of
contemporary architectural
practice, challenging the
commercial office building
for pride of place on city
skylines around the world.
Drawing on the rich heritage
of apartment house design in
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New York City from the 1920s
and 1930s, the RAMSA
partners bring a unique
perspective to this building
type, creating strong forms
with visually intriguing
facades that meet the ground
and touch the sky with
elegance and dignity. These
designs extend the classical
tradition while inflecting
toward the simplicity and
abstraction of modernism.
Essential to the planning
process is the integration
of buildings into the
cityscape and the urban
neighborhood setting. The
base of the apartment houses
is articulated to reflect
the scale of the surrounding
buildings, and a portion of
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the site can be reserved for
townhouses that create a
transition between old and
new.
Eye Candy Ink
Our World Organized by Color
Unsafe Haven
The Plain Truth about BROWS
Arm Candy
Knitting patterns for
sweaters, scarves, hats, and
gloves.
From R.L. Stine, master
horror author of the
Goosebumps series and the
Fear Street trilogy—now
streaming on Netflix—comes
another spooky tale!
Inkweed, the evil “Ghost of
the Black Sleep,” has
inhabited Max, hoping for
the moment when Max falls
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asleep— that’s when he can
bring his crushing, evil
powers to life. Nicky and
Tara work frantically to
keep Max awake. But they’re
running out of ideas and
after a few days of no
sleep, Max is desperate.
He’s going crazy! But if he
closes his eyes, it will
mean the end of them all!
Can Nicky and Tara keep Max
awake long enough to banish
Inkweed? Don’t close your
eyes, Max!
Welcome to Eye Candy
Ink...Atlas:Meet Atlas
Warner. He's the newest and
youngest member at Eye Candy
Ink and a talented tattoo
artist. Neglected by his
parents his whole life, he's
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finally found the family
that he's always wanted at
the shop. He thinks he's got
everything that he
needs...until Darcy walks
into the shop.One look at
the shy girl with the kind
eyes and the curvy body of a
goddess and Atlas is hooked.
Now, he just needs to show
Darcy that he's here to
stay.Mischa:Love, romance,
dating. Mischa Jennings
wants no part of any of it.
He's seen up close and
personal how love can ruin
your life and he's vowed to
stay far away from that
emotion. Armed with a set of
rules to keep him safe, he's
been going through life just
fine. Then Indie Hearst
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comes bouncing into Eye
Candy Ink and turns his
whole world upside down.
Suddenly, he's breaking
every one of his rules, but
it's okay. He's not even
close to falling for Indie.
Right?Sam:Sam Kavan has
grown up learning to be
tough, at least on the
outside. Like everyone else
at Eye Candy Ink, she's not
interested in falling in
love. In fact, after a
string of failed dates,
she's grown disillusioned
with dating. She doesn't
want to go out with boys who
send her dick pics or who
text at midnight looking to
hook up. She wants someone
that she can rely
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on--someone who loves and
wants her for her. She wants
a real man. Then she meets
Maxwell Schulz, and she
wonders if she's finally met
her match.Zeke:Zeke Miller
is the owner of Eye Candy
Ink and the father figure to
everyone at the shop. He's
spent years building Eye
Candy Ink into what it is
today. While others dated
and settled down, he worked,
honing his skills until he's
one of the best and most
sought after tattoo artists
in the world. At thirty-six,
he thinks his time to meet
someone has passed and he's
resigned to being happy with
the family that he's found
at his shop. Then Trixie
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Clemonte comes into Eye
Candy Ink. She has all of
his protective instincts
kicking in. But none of them
are fatherly.Nico:Nico
Miller is the quiet, silent
type. With ten years of
experience, he's probably
the best artist at the shop.
He's a giant at 6'8" and
built like a linebacker with
tattoos covering his neck
and torso. Most people are a
little afraid of him when
they first meet him, but it
doesn't take long to see
that while he might look
scary, with his almost
permanent frown, tattoos,
and size, he was actually a
giant teddy bear.Most of the
time, he can't wait for
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people to leave, but one
encounter with Edie, and he
doesn't want to let her go.
Will he be able to convince
her that settling down with
him doesn't mean settling?
One of the essential things
in photography is capturing
the fleeting moment. In nude
photography, a pretty,
erotic and seductive model
can turn this moment into a
magical one. There are
plenty of these in Victor's
Lightworship's book Eye
Candy Girls. This highquality printed photo book
contains 34 erotic sets on
over 250 pages. A
tantalising feast for the
eyes. This is where the
erotic dream of the girl
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next door comes to life. Eye
Candy Girls is Victor's
Lightworship's erotic
fantasy in a picture story,
from sizzling striptease to
intimate shots. Each photo
set begins with smartly
paired portraits of
flirtatious uninhibited
girls who invite you to help
them undress. This is the
kind of photography we've
seen in the great American
louche nudie magazines.
Thank heavens, it's now
available in high-quality
print with a hard cover.
What more could you ask for?
Have fun browsing through
these casual and hot
realistic picture stories.
Everything You Need to Know
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about Brows, But Were Afraid
to Ask
The Playful Eye
The Ultimate Insider's Guide
to Revealing Your Personal
Style
All New Stories by the
Master of Scary Tales
Dressing Michael Jackson

Don't trust lust at first
sight. One woman chooses
reality over fantasy in
this friends-to-lovers
romance, a steamy
standalone by “an author
to keep your eye on”
(Katee Robert).
Jacqueline: As an adult
woman—and the vice
president of a marketing
firm—I shouldn’t be
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waiting by my office
window to ogle the mystery
man who jogs by every
morning at 11:45. Sure,
he’s a gorgeous, perfect
specimen of the human
race, but I can’t bring
myself to hit on a total
stranger. However, my best
friend–slash–colleague
Vince Carson thinks I
should do more than talk
to the guy. In fact, he’s
borderline obsessive about
“getting me laid.” (His
words.) But the more time
we spend together, the
more it’s clear: The one
I’m falling for is Vince.
Vince: Jackie Butler’s got
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it bad for some pompous,
over-pumped A-hole who
struts his stuff past her
window. That doesn’t
bother me. I know she
deserves nice things. What
does bother me is that she
friend-zoned me big-time
last year, so I can’t ask
her out myself. But what
if I set her up with Mr.
Steroids? Then, when he
breaks her heart, I can
swoop in and save her like
the nice guy I am.
Everything’s going
according to plan . . .
until we share a
ridiculously epic kiss.
And suddenly anything is
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possible. Look for Jessica
Lemmon’s standalone
romances with heartfelt
HEAs: FIGHTING FOR DEVLIN
| FORGOTTEN PROMISES |
SHUT UP AND KISS ME | EYE
CANDY | ARM CANDY | MAN
CANDY | RUMOR HAS IT
Praise for Eye Candy
“Friends-to-lovers story
get your mojo going? Then,
be sure to take a look at
Eye Candy.”—The Romance
Reviews “This is the first
novel in the Real Love
series and what a great
start. It’s enjoyable,
frisky, and highly
entertaining.”—What’s
Better Than Books? “Eye
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Candy is a humorous and
sexy friends-to-lovers and
workplace romance. Jessica
Lemmon entertained with
the dialogue and
interactions among a
strong cast of characters.
Ms. Lemmon created a nice
balance of friendship and
romance with good
character development.
Fans of Liora Blake and
Mari Madison will enjoy
Eye Candy.”—Harlequin
Junkie “Such a cute
romance between Jackie and
Vince. A friends-turnedlovers story . . . I
really enjoyed this one.
Can’t wait to read book
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two, Arm Candy. I’m hoping
[in that] one Davis will
find love. I would
recommend this one to my
romance book
friends.”—Island of
Reading “Eye Candy was a
very realistic, cute
story. I enjoyed the
writing, the characters
and real-life issues
between the two main
characters. Phenomenal
read.”—Nay’s Pink
Bookshelf (five stars) “I
liked this book, I loved
Vince.”—A Crazy
Vermonter’s Book Reviews
This standalone novel
includes an excerpt from
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another Loveswept title.
Master of chilling
suspense R. L. Stine
proves that you never
outgrow a good scare. If
he frightened you then,
he’ll terrify you now. . .
. Ellie Saks is dying to
escape the city. She’s
sick of dead-end jobs, her
mother’s disapproval, her
loser ex-boyfriend, Clay,
who won’t take a hint, and
the memories of a terrible
incident that occurred
years ago. When her best
friend suggests a summer
in the Hamptons, full of
glitzy parties, cool
cocktails, and hot dates,
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Ellie’s on the first
Jitney out. To fund all
this glamour, Ellie takes
a job as a nanny. From the
outside, the family’s
beachfront home is
perfect. But then Ellie
meets four-year-old
Brandon, who hasn’t spoken
for months. The boy’s icy
stare and demonic laughter
make clear to Ellie that
he is troubled, haunted by
something too horrible for
words. She begins to
receive threatening
messages and disturbing
gifts. But it’s not until
she barely escapes a
harrowing experience that
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she realizes her life may
depend on figuring out
who’s behind it: Clay?
Brandon? And why? And
every once in a while, in
a crowd, she sees a face
she hasn’t seen in seven
years—the face of a boy
who died long ago. It
would seem that Ellie’s
summer of fun has turned
into a summer of
horror—one she’ll never
forget . . . if she
survives it at all.
Lindsay, Shiva-Rose,
Alexis, and Chloe are
competing in the
"America's Next Top Model"
television contest, as
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they deal with the
pressure to produce the
best photographs, follow
the house rules of
conduct, and restrain
their feelings of
jealousy.
“I love those colorful,
glamorous eyes I see in
magazines and in movies,”
you say. “They tempt me,
they torment me! It all
looks so simple&$8212;but
when I try it, I look like
one of the undead. Help
me!” No problem, honey,
because Eye Candy is here.
In this handy new book,
acclaimed makeup artist
Linda Mason reveals the
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secrets of eye makeup with
fifty hot looks. Each
selection, from everyday
to night-on-the-town, is
presented so simply, so
clearly, that anyone can
have fabulous eyes in just
a few steps. For each
look, Mason provides a
straightforward list of
what’s needed, a diagram
showing what to put where,
and a palette for finding
the right colors in a
personal makeup collection
or a cosmetics aisle. Did
anyone ever tell you you
have beautiful eyes? Now
everyone will tell you you
have beautiful
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eyes&$8212;thanks to Eye
Candy!
Color At Home
A modern witches' grimoire
of drinkable spells
A Fascinating Novel of
Historical Fiction Perfect
for Book Clubs
Feast for the Eyes
An Album of Visual Delight
Between the boundaries of fine
and popular art and high and low
culture, reside id driven impulses
and alter egos such as toys,
cartoon characters, and iconic
images. From the whimsical to
adorable, erotic to innocent, they
lure us into their lush worlds of
fairy tales, dreams and inspiration.
"The Garden of Eye Candy"
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introduces an international roster
of artists - the fore runners of these
Surrealist inspired creations. With
contributions from Cabizbaja,
Candybird, Dolly Didit, Jaime
Zollars, Kennys Work, Kukulaland,
Lisa Petrucci, Amy Sol, Melanie
Florian, Danielle Lamberti,
Kokomoo, Majeakann, Mark
Bodnar, Rmyers Art, Saul Zanolari,
Luke Chueh and more.
A frightfully good time! Dive into
these Halloween novellas from
bestselling authors Tijan, J.
Daniels, Helena Hunting, Bella
Jewel and Tara Sivec. Featuring
stories set in the worlds of their
popular series. Tijan s Fallen
Crest crew are back for a weekend
of mischief that takes a sinister
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turn; all four couples from J.
Daniels Alabama Summer series
gear up for Halloween in their own
sexy ways, with a special surprise
at the end; Helena Hunting s
characters from Shacking Up plan
a Halloween gala that features a
few ghouls and witches; Bella
Jewel brings the chills and thrills in
her suspenseful take on Halloween
night; and Tara Sivec gathers the
Holiday family together one last
time as they try to make this
ghostly holiday one to
remember̶or one they d rather
forget... Cozy up with a mug of hot
cider on a dark night and fall under
the spell of this Halloween
anthology!
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photographed subject throughout
the history of photography, across
genres, including art and
advertising. This is the first book to
survey the rich history of food in
photography, and the
photographers who developed
new ways of describing food in
pictures. Through key images,
Susan Bright explores the
important figures and movements
of food photography to provide an
essential primer, from the earliest
photographers to contemporary
artists.
Don't Close Your Eyes!
Greased Up Eye Candy
12 Designs Inspired by Trees and
Foliage
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